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Gear Inspection For
The Long Haul
Doug:las IBeerck& Ma!r,kCowan
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We just received permission to purchase our first
CNC gear inspection
system. With capital approvals
so hard to come by, especially ~or inspection equipment, I. want. to be sure to
purchase
a system I can
count on for years to eome.
My past experjenee with
purchasing CNC equipment
has shown me that service.ability of the computer and
the CNC controHerportion
of the system can 'be a prot!Iem in just a few years because of the obsolescence
factor. What information do
I need to. look for when selecting a supplier to reduce
t.he risk of ob olescence, as
wen as to reduce the longterm servicing costs, in the
computer and controls portion of the system?
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M& M Precision Systems now offers pitch diameter
(tooth thickness/space width) Gaging Systems. Gear
manufacturers can verify actual tooth or space thickness at the pitch diameter.
It
_
A unique constant pressure
gaging head assures accuracy over the full range of
. the gaging system. Both
Automatic and Manual
Models are available. The Automatic Model uses a
digital readout which can be linked to SPC. For
FREE brochure, circle reader service number. For
FAST action, call 5131859-4452.
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Swiss High Precision Spur Gear Hobbing Machine
Upgradlability
Chances that the system
you purchase today will meet
all your requirements five
years from now are usually
slim if your company is
adding products, changing designs, improving processes,
taking on new customers, etc,
Does your supplier offer the
ability to upgrade your systern's software and computer
hardware over time?

UMBIHT

etc., work with a PC-based
system. Look at the supplier's
ability to assist you in networking as well as his Of her
ability to interface to your existing network if you are already using one.
Closed .l.OO'P Process
Contro}. With tile advancement of gear inspection software and CNC technology,
some manufacturers
offer
the ability to link the inspec-

751
>max.dia.

3W

> max. DP
17
> max. rpm 1400
> manual and
auto fBeding
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INDUSTRIES INC.

1650 Sycamore Ave., Bohemia. NY 11716
516-567·1000" Fax 516·567-1355
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Mil. M Precision's ,4-axis,. Model 3025 PC 'gear p~ocess
control system.
Networking CapabiJiity
tion system directly to the
Once again, analyze your machine tool, sending mafuture requirements. Will you chine 1001 setting change
have a need for multiple sys- data based onthe inspection
tems? W:iU you have the need results. Even if your current
to do off-line part parameter
machine tools do nOI. offer
the ability to interpret this
entry or tolerance modificadata, what about your future
tion a your needs change?
What about downloading data machine tool purchases? If
to a central computer where you are considering this degree of process control, the
information can be evaluated,
stored, etc., by anoiher ouree? selection of a CNC inspecWhat. costs are associated just tion system should include
research into the supplier's
with the networking requirements? If networking is or capability in this area and
may be a requirement for you, the willingness to work with
this is another reason 10 look you and the machine tool
manufacturer,
at a PC~based system. Today's
Serviceability
PCs offer plenty of power and
[ower networking co Is than
Last, but certainly
not
most other alternatives. Most least, is the serviceability facend users that utilize a cen- lor of the equipment you are
tralized data analysis site for purchasing. There are basically two schools of thought
their Sf'C, process control,

on
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TOOLING: & IPRODUCTIONI
SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOl(143
Sussex. Wisconsin '53089'
i414} 246·6110" Fax (414.) 246-4864
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Fig" 11-

Let Process Industries, a leader in the manufacture ·of
Custom Gears, do your gear grinding; for youl
Using Reishauer RZ·300 and f;;lA's, Process Gear can
finish-grind external gears per your specifications:
Capabilities Include: 4 DPto 481DP
7 Tooth and U,p'
Up,to 12" '00
eNG Gear A.nalysisprovides documentation of gear
quality as well as in process control.
Gall today and let Process Gear put their 50 years of
g.earproduction experience to work for you.
Please call800~860~'631
today, for
or FAX your prints to 7.08-671-6840'.

more

information,

3B&I N. River Road' Schiller IPari!:,IL.60176
For More Information

11'800'860'1631

Call

The Compames Of
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Blasting & Str,aiglhtening
Metallurgicalll Laboratory
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among end users, Some users
of computer-controlled equipment prefer servicing the
equipment
themselves
as
much as possible after the
warranty period expires in an
effort to keepcosts at a minimum, If this is your view,
consider a number of points,
Can the computer itself be
serviced locally by either fac-

Many end users, look for
the system supplier to be their
sale support 311n. If this is
your view, make sure the
company you deal. with ha an
adequate ervice staff. Does
the company handle all service calls directly or doe it
contract out to independent
y tern is made overseas,
where are the people who wil]

Longevity
The future and stabil,ity of
your proposed vendor's business is a consideration as
well. How long has the company bean in busiiness1 What
is its po ilion in the indu try?
I it profitable? Getting er-

11-800'-75-,MERIT
Fax: 715-627-2558
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Heat Treat

Spiral & Straight BevellGear Manufacturing.
Commerciall to aircrah Iquality gearing.
Spur, helical. sp,Jined !shafts. internall & external.
shaved ,i:,ground gears. Spira.! bevel grinding.
Mil:·I·45208 • Mil·STD-4-5&62, SPC

IMIDW.EST
.. GU~.

& TOOL INC., ~.~

26069 Groesbeck Hwy.
Warren, MI 48089
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'CRAIG iD.ROSS

. (81OJ776-7580
FAX (81'OJ176-2322
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When dealing with a machine
made overseas, look: at some
of the critical components->
CPU. drive boards, etc. Are
'these standasdcornponents
that can be purchased from
more than one source? Is tne
system supplier willing to.
help you go dir~ctly to the
component manufacturer
if
you need to? How about the
diagnostic capability of the
system? What documentation
is supplied for maintenance
and serviceability? Is diagnostic softwareavailable
and
accessible by the end user?

no longer

in business or no longer servicing your market can be extremely difficult,
Conelu ion
As with all capital equipment, electing the appropriate CNC inspection system
and vendor requires r-esearch.
Obsolescence and serviceability considerations also requite
you to look: into the future a
bit more than some other purchases might. Look at the
long-term view and your future requirement . Looking at
the big picture today can mean
big savings tomorrow when it
comes to meeting your CNC
gear inspection system needs
well into the future_O
For more information about
M&M Precision
Systems,
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